GAF has been proud to work with the ARCAT team to greatly expand the avenues
that put our products in front designers and specifiers.
- Helene Hardy Pierce, FRCI
Vice President of Technical services

ARCAT has been instrumental in getting our products specified with Architects
through various avenues, including print, web and of course their spec writing wizard.
- Stephen Giumenta
Owner

The Michael Rizza Co. Inc. has been with ARCAT since May, 2003. This has been one
of the best decisions that I ever made for my company. Business picked up soon
after joining them. Now that business economy has slowed down ARCAT has been
creating new ways to get to the customer.
- Don Iosty
Owner

We were bidding Museum/Arts Center in Massachusetts for protecting 87 columns.
We determined that the project architect at Gensler had gone to the ARCAT site and
downloaded the 07811 spec that you recently wrote for us, for inclusion in the
project specifications. I believe the spec was live for less than a week.
- Bill Dempster, CSI
  International Paint HVI Market Manager - North America

Since 2011, County Materials’ partnership with ARCAT has dramatically helped to
increase our exposure to a larger and more diverse segment of the specifying
community than before. We are convinced that this exposure has greatly increased
our opportunities for being specified on projects requiring concrete construction
and landscaping products.
- Kevin Melvin
  Veneer Division Manager

Finlandia Sauna has been an ARCAT customer for many years. We are very pleased
with the responses from architects and builders. We have had many downloads of
our three part spec and our CAD drawings, some have resulted in sauna jobs for our
company.
- Marilyn Tarkianen
  VP Sales & Marketing

Below is what one of our Western Rep Firm contacts had to say about this tool:
The ARCAT is awesome. It has been a big hit with every engineer that I have spoken
with. My other manufacturers are wishing they were on it. Several of them are
attempting to get on ARCAT as we speak. Not only is Quiktron ahead of the curve
with this offering but your team has accomplished this feat quickly and efficiently.
- Crystal

As an ARCAT subscriber for the past two years, we have noticed a substantial increase
in the number of new projects in residential, assisted living, and military for which we
are being specified, and we attribute this success directly to ARCAT!
- Suzanne Owens
  VP, Sales & Marketing

ARCAT is a key resource for the architectural community and we feel it is an integral
part of advertising and making information available to architects, designer and
specifiers.
- Robert Naini
  Chief Operations Officer

I wanted to let you know how thrilled we are with the ARCAT service, the results have
been fantastic to say the least, especially after last year when we brought one of our
lines into the world of BIM.
- Stephen Kistner
  General Manager

I have been using SpecWizard through Hadrian’s website since late September. I have
been sending the link to specifiers, architects and designers. The feedback they have
been giving me is excellent.
- Susan Gosney
  Ontario Representative

I’ve been using SpecWizard quite a bit. I’ve enjoyed actually walking Architects
through writing the spec while I am on the phone with them. Very positive
responses. Thanks again, it was a pleasure working with you.
- Michael Sather
  Commercial Specification Sales

